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ABSTRACT: Evolving Logic successfully completed a project to build upon ite 
existing, patented Computer A^isted Reasoning system (CARs™) t^imology. 
CARs 2.0 allows users to generate compound computational experimente as well as 
to analyze iheir outputs. This is key to creating a capaHlily that for the first time 
allows users to reason under conditions of complexity and deep uncertainty in order 
to develop and test robust adaptive strategies. This capaWliiy is e^ential to gaining 
operational facility in asymmetric warfighting environments, for assessing threats, 
and developing postures that are robust to surprise. The document details taimical 
capabilities within CARSTM and reports extensively on feedback from various user 
communities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

"Uncertainty - in the economy, society, politics - has become so great 
as to render fittile. if not counterproductive, the kind of planning most 
companies still practice: forecasting based on probabilities " 

Peter Druckw 
Wall St. Journal, 22 July 1992 

"The only surprise is that we are surprised when we are surprised." 
Attributed to Donald Rumsfeld, Secretaiy of Defense 

Dedsion-makeis - from military planners to managers of corporate supply chains - 

often confront conditiom of deep uncertainty where th^ do not know, or caraiot ag^ ujxjn, 

the probabiHties to assign to altemative tenants or even tiie best models to dracribe the 

ftiture. Eteep uncertainty is ubiquitous. It can arise in times of fast technological and 

societal change or when adversaria are actively trying to counter yotu actions, to such 

situations, standard decision support tools are not straightforward to apply and often will 

not accurately support the aims of dedsion-makers. Traditional decision support tools have 

too frequently failed to deliver on Iheir promise because they do not address the d^p 

uncertainty that doasion-makere know ihey face. 

Evolving Logic entered into this ptoject possessing patent feruling prototype 

technology deigned to ^nerate and display results from compound computational 

experimaits. This technology had already been appBed in the form of a software package 

known as CARs™ (Computer Assisted Reasoning® system) to the support of planning and 

decision making tmder conditions of dwp tmcKrtainty. To do so, CARs™ supports 

Evolving Logic's Robust Adaptive Planning™ robust d«:ision method. This w^ before 
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September 11,2001. Since that date it h^ become clear that in considering Concepte of 

Operations and COUTM of Action planning within the asymmetric warfare environment 

characterized by the post-September 11 world, precisely the ty|^s of capabilities provided 

by CARs are required to mat the diallenges we now face. 

The purpose of this Phase II project was to build a prototype doasion support system 

for robiKt daasion making under conditions of deep uncertainty. The proj«:t was deigned 

to improve upon our existing commercial prodiuit to help individuals and groufw u^ the 

full range of available information, from quantitative data to intuition, to identify robtKt 

strategies. The basic idea behind CARs*™ is to use computer models to generate a lar^ 

en^mble of plausible future scenarios, where each scenario repr^ents one ratimate of the 

way the world works (including potential models of adversarial re^oning) and one choice 

among alternative plans for acting on the world. We then use computer search and 

visualization mefliods to help decision-makers extract information from tius en^mble of 

soenari(« to evaluate alternative dedsiora. This present project thus had boBi teiinical 

goals as well as a need for ainsidering i^ues of u^ interface and end-use. 

The t^imical goab and mil^tonra have been the subject of monthly reporte sin<^ 

project inception. Therefore, they will be discussed below only in overview in flie section 

following flife one. Evolving Ixjgic sucraeded in building upon its existing CARs'"'*' 

platfrom to produce a fully capable, ^neral purpc^e system flmt can operate on a variety 

platforms (e.g. Windows, Unux); is configured for varioiK mod^ of twe (e.g. stand alone, 

multi-user, web deliverable); links easily to existing software packages for statistical 

analysfe, databa^ storage, simulation modeling, and graphical visualization; and can 

exploit par-to-peer computational resource sharing. This involved a partial 

reimjrfemention of the existing CARs™ system, to expand ite utility and improve on its 

design where experience has revealed improved design options. In particular, much C++ 

code was rewritten in Java in order to provide maximum platform independence while 

maintaining operating speed. The control flow and thread management architecture of the 

system was enhanced to enable greater flexibility in the ways nsers can interact with the 

system, including tiie deployment of the system in midti-user, ccx>perative planning mcwies. 

The sa:ond main focus was to establish as a key to commerciali^tion and broad 

military application, systematic procedure and the n«:^saiy ^jftware components for 

Contract No. DAAH0M1-C-R161 ARPA Order K724/26 
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rapid customization of CARs™ to particular applications. This involved developing 

procedures to elicit from user groups fee test visualizations and sequences in which to 

present these visualizations in order to convey fee information most crucial to informed, 

successM decision-making. It also meant developing a suite of what we call derivation 

mefeods for CARs™ to make it easy for users to consfruct fee sometimes complex series of 

queri^ to fee underlying models and data nec^sary to answer fee particular qurations of 

interest for feeir robust decision making application. 

This second effort could only be pursued once fee firet was well in hand. In many 

ways, this is fee crux of fee matter - demonstrating feat sutetantive user communiti^ can 

interact wife and utili^ fee output from CARs™ to achieve better means for making 

daasions under complexity and deep uncertainty. The third section of feis report discusses 

in detail fee iwer benchmarking and rapid protot3rping efforts feat were part of thfe prcjoA. 

Finally, fee last section lays out plans and prospects for Phase III commercialization of 

fee results from fee Pha^ n project 

II. OVERVIEW OF TECHNICAL RESULTS 

All features of fee previous system (CARs 1.0) have teen re-implemented in a new 

version (called at differing points in time CARMEN or CARs 2.0) and a numter of new 

feature have been innovated. Our approach has been to utilize Evolving Logic's exfeting 

software base bofe as a starting point for creating a new system and as scaffolding for rapid 

prototyping new feature. D^ign insights we have gleaned from using our previot^ 

technology (CAfe^Mj have teen incorporated into fee new system. And a variety of d^ired 

new features have been implemented as will te dracrited telow. The system has been used 

on several internal projects at Evolving Logic, and protoiype versions have l^en given, on 

an alpha-t^t basis, to colleagues at ofeer institutions. Development also was aided by 

offering customized application versioiw of fee system for sale to commercial clients. This 

work cidminated in an alpha relea^ of fee new Windows version of fee system to a limited 

community of u^rs, and we continue to develop new capabilities. 

Evolving Logic's foundation technology is an ol^ect oriented framework known as 

SPICE (Syntactic Protocol for Instantiating Computational Exj^riments). SPICE provides a 
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general-purpc^e engine for reasoning with computational experiments by offering a 

conveiuent platform for linking the numerous fanctions necessary to support tii^e 

exj^riments and user interactions with them. The SPICE mechanism can encapsulate a 

wide variety of sources for computational e?cj«riments such as simvdation models, statistical 

analyse, neuraj net training proce^^, and u^ large numters of such experiments to 

support reasoiung and problem solving. The technology allows us to capture both 

knowledge about and deep uncertainty regarding complex systems by representing infinite 

ensemble of alternative plausible modds. SPICE allows reasoning about the prof^rti^ of 

such ensembte, and hence the properties of ensembles of p<^sible ftiture events, through 

tailored coi^teUations of computational experiments whose specification is guided by u^r 

goals and reasoning strategic. 

Language. In our pfevioiK (CARST** 1.0) technology, the SPICE m^hanism was 

implemented in C++ (with a graphical user interfere written in Java), We have re- 

implemented SPICE entirely in Java. In doing so we have made several improvements in 

tiie d«ign of the SHCE b^e dassra (affecting primarily the relation tetween Contexts, 

Result^tores, and Eterivations) over that in CART^ 1.0, In addition to these 

improvements, the re-implementation gieatiy e^es porting the system to alternative 

computeiB and oj^rating systems.  In particular, CARS^M has now been ported into flie 

Windows operating system (specifically Windows 2000), Initial porting experiments to the 

Macintcsh C^ have also b^ai undertaken. 

ArchitoSure. During this period we deigned and implemented a multi-threaded 

proems architKiure, extending the existing SPICE base clasps. This multi-threaded 

architecture will enhance CABs"* ftmctionality significanfly. Multi-flireading allows us to 

experiment with regime where user inputs, real time data, and emerging results fi-om 

ongoing computational experiments can interact in diverse ways and will enable new 

options for u^r interaction with dynamic plaiming envircmments. It will abo eiwble IKW 

approadies to experimental d^ign where users interactively "fly" the ^arch algorithms as 

ih^ explore ttie scenario spa<». Such approach^ may sipiificantly improve users' ability 

to test hypoth^es and intuitions against the information contained in high-dimetKional 

modeb and large dat^ets, Thte enhancement will allow tiie ^stem to oj«rate in a multi- 
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user mode, aflowing cooperative planning systems to be btiilt, such as might be used in 

collaborative, web-based planning tools. 

Interface. Our re-implementation of the SPICE base clasps has been designed to 

fa<Mtote e^ interfaces wilh a wide variety of otiier software. These internal AHs will 

allow MS to link with many ty f^ of computer simulation and data fitting models, 

generators such as seardi algorithms, existing siftware package for database storage, 

statistical modeling, and graphical visualization. 

The mMt obvious efi«:t of fliese advances h^ been creating an explicit ham^ for 

running models written in Java. CARs 1.0 only supported the import of models through 

C++. Further, a m«:hanism has b^ai designed for a harness that would u^ flie Common 

Obja:t Model (COM) interface under Windows. Now implemented, tiiis allows us to drive 

models written in any modeling system that supports this interface, including "ExcA and 

Analytica. 

Further, we have designed and implemented a new facility in our internal data flows, 

called "generalized bookmarks" which allow specific cases from one computational asntext 

to be used to create derived contexts, compoimd experimente, or s|«cific visualizations in 

other ojntexts very flexibly and powerfully. This supports, for example, using searches to 

find extreme cases which automatically are used in lists of scenarios, allowing the user to 

graphically vteualize outputs in one context that correspond to some interesting case in 

another context, and "drilling down" where by clinking on a point in a visualization, the 

u^r will be able to set off arbitrarily cx>mplex computatiorw who^ sf«ciflcations involve 

the caM corresponding to the point on the visualization selected. 

Generators. The CARS'™ approach to robust decfeion making require a variety of 

generators to a^ist the user in chocking cas^ with which to populate the ensemble of 

srenarics. All generators tiiat were supported in CARs"™ 1.0 have been reimplemented in 

CARsTM 2.0 and we have identified the highest value algorithms from diverse fields sudi as 

oj^rations re^arch, machine learning, and statistical design of experiments, and have 

tegun implementing fliem for use in our system. 

Searches, hi addition, we have developed means for implementii^ generators for 

u^s that are relatively unprecedented in computational scieiK». An important da^ of 
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generators for CARs"* are searches across the erKemble of scenarios. Searches are integral 

to implementiitg the RAF™ method for robust decision making for two reasons. Firsts our 

concept of robust strategies requires us to consider level ^te of modeb^ priois, and/or 

strategic that satisfy some conditions or constrainte. Searches are integral to representing 

such sets on a computer. CARS'™ now generates such ^te by launching search^ that 

generate a finite ^t of exemplar points or by finding surfaces in multi-dimensional space 

that separate memters of the set from fliose tiiat are not. For instance, CARS'™ might search 

for the indifference surface that separates the priors that jtKtify one strategy option over 

another. 

Level Sets. We have also included derivations employing algorithms fliat efficiently 

find level sets of a function. Such algorithms are not nearly as thoroughly investigated as 

these that find extremal values. There are few algorithms designed to generate a maximally 

diverse set of points that satisfy some constraint. We experimented with variants of 

exBting evolutionary search methods as promising candidates for generating memters of 

level sets including some tiiat have proved promising in oiu" previous work. In order to 

localize ttie boundary of level sets in high-dimensional spaces, we extended known 

classification algorithna so that they will suggest which next sample pointe will provide the 

greatrat leverage for further refining the emerging Ixiundary. 

Derived Contexts. A key motivation behind the design of our technology is that it 

enables facile manipulation of what we call compound computational experimente. These 

may he defined as a series of queries to the underlying model or date desigjied to answer a 

particular question of inter^t and are a key to implementing the inductive, RAF™ 

approach to robust decision making. These compound computational experiments are 

supported in CARS'™ 2.0 through madianisms we call derived contexts. Th^e make it easy 

for i^ers to construct the compoimd computational experiments n^ded for robust decision 

making in their particular application. A derived context is a particular repackaging of the 

inputs and outputs of one or more calls to a model useful for answering a ^t of questions. 

All derived contexts that were previously supported in CARS'™ 1.0 have been evaluated for 

re-implemention in CARs"™ 2.0. In addition, a number of new derivation methods have 

been constructed. These include: 

ContrartNo.DAAH01-01-C-R161 ARPA Onier K724/26 
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• ihe abiliiy to combine a ^arch geiterator with a context to make one or more 

inputs in the foundation context ou^uts in ihe derived context^ and pc^ibly 

one output in tiie foundation context can b«:ome an input in the derived 

c»ntext; 

• a variety of sensitivity analysis derived contexts, which run a ^nerator on the 

foundation and flien calculate sensitivity measures on inputs in the foundation 

context wMch are then outputs of the new derived context (botii local and 

global ^nsitivity analyses are now supported); 

• a "fitted model" capability flmt hmlds a derived context by fitting or 

smoothing the daia available in the fotmdation context (currently a^dlable 

algorithms are linear fitted modd, or n-near^t neighbor smoofliing)j 

• regret derived context where a output te added to the derived context feat 

calculates the "regret" of a chosen steategy for the given input scenario, 

relative to oflter strategic ttat might have been chosen; 

• a generator context, fliat allows the nesting of generators, where, for es^mple, 

a hill factorial d^gn on some inputs can be used to create a matrix of starting 

pointe and some hill climbing search generator started from each of th^e. 

Soute of thrae derivation methods have revved the need for enhancements to 

CABs"* mechanisms for control and date flow, and have stimulated iimovations timt now 

are part of our foundation tKhnoloj^. 

Scripting. A major innovation has been the introduction of Java scripting in CARs"™. 

Previous versions of our technology had used s(«cial-purp<«e scripting language to store 

transcripts of GUI actions. We re-implemented this feature in CARs 2.0, replacing that 

special purptse language by Java iteelf . Thfe allows scripte to be u^d for a much wider 

range of purpc^es than just saving GUI activiti^ for later replay. All of the cla^^ used in 

CARs^^" internals can now be made available to usere to customi^ ihe software 

environmoit at runtime. We can now use this feature to create customi^d GUI's for 

particular applications and for rapid prototyping. This has proven to be a une?q>ectedly 

powerful approach. As a coieequence, ihe rapid prototyping interface, a major goal of ihfe 
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project, now extets. We are also getting numerous features not antidpated to be among the 

goals of tiiis effort "for free". 

Graphical User Interface. Significant advances of CARs™ l.Cs graphical user 

interfece (GUI) have l^en made. The main panel has bron revised, and titt logical 

hierarchy of pahels and features redesigned. Multiple new graphical types have been 

added. A f^ality for "drilling down" by mousing on a graph to generate a case in a 

different context has been implemented, along with the ability to capture ca^s, or 

bookmarto by mouse actions on a visualization window. As de^aibed above, the new 

^alpting facility includes a feature that allows a new main panel to be devised which will 

come up on CARs™ initiation, with eadi button tied to a CARs™ script that will execute a 

seri^ of actions should the i^r invote it by diddng on the a^ociated button. This allows 

us to u^ scripts to customi^ the system's look, feel, and ftmdionaliiy for sp^afic problems, 

modeb, or u^r community. Through flie ability to cusomi^ by simply executing a ^alpt 

on system stertap, we free ou^lv^ from ever having to alter CARs"™ code in order to 

proto-1y^ some application of it, which greatly fadlita^ the u^ of oiu* system for rapid 

prototyping. (Of course, it may l» d^irable on occasion to convert that prototype to a 

dedicated system flffough such reimplementetion) 

A major new component of GUI support, the context browser, has also been 

implemented. This browser provides the u^r witii a graphical siumnary of all contexts 

currently created in flie CARsf** enviroiunent, and the relationshi|^ l^tw^n them. Hiis 

interface gives the user visibility of a wide range of status iitformation, such as tiie number 

of r«:ords currently available in any context, storage management policies for each contect, 

the inputs and outputs of each context, and so forth. Thus, the context browser is a major 

new tool for helping txsets manage the c»mplexity of flie computation environment they 

create in CARs™. 

All of flie technical goab established for this Ph^ II project have been fulfilled. 

III. Benchmarking End-User Utilization and Rapid Prototyping 

A major subcontractor during ti:« course of this project was Thoughtlink, Inc., a firm 

spedalizing in the analysis of large models and simulations, evaluation of date visuali2atlon 
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and collaboration tools, developing and administering iwer surveys, and identifying 

requirements. What follows are the reported findings from Thoughtiink resulting from 

various u^r interface experiments and interview efforts. What follows is exrerpted from 

"Exploring Rapid Customization of CARs™: Results from User Worksho|^ and 

Interviews"!, tiie final report to Evolving Logic. 

1. Prefect Backgrotmd 

This effort, which started in April 2001, supported Evolving Logic's Phase 11 Small 

Biwine^ Iimovative Research (SBIR) project for tiie Defense Advanced Research Proj«rts 

Agency (DARPA). ThoughtLink's primary tasks as originally stated in the Statement of 

Work with Evolving Logic included: 

• Understand CARs™ and its applications 
• Design experiments and data collection instruments 
• Conduct workshops and user intervie^^ 
• Analysis and documentation of resxilts 

Over the course of this 2-year projoA, ThoughfUnk had niunerous iace-to-face 

meetings and teleconferences with Evolving Logic to review CAfo™^ its applications, and 

various implementations. ThoughfLink installed and used both the Linux and Window 

veiBions of CARs™, running different modeb, to increase their understanding of CARs*™, 

its applications and the different visualizations produced by the software. 

ThoughtLink conducted interviews and worksho|« with recent and potential usere in 

order to gain insights into how well tiiey were able to understand CARs™ and the 

visualizatiore it create, and to understand user needs for rapid customization of CARs"'** 

acrc^s variotw domains. Two t^er wortehops were conducted: one in March 2(X)2 and one 

in April 20(B. At these workshops, users were given backpound information on CARS^M, 

information on the model used, they were shown varioiw output visualizations, and asked 

questions designed to asse^ flieir understanding of the vteualizations. 

The first workshop used the MKA/SM (Mtiltiple Engagements of Strategic AiBenals 

witii Stability Metrics) developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). One of 

Evolving Ix)gic's tasks for the Phase II SBIR was to deploy a robiKt planning module of 

' Mukegee, Kaushik and Julia Lou^iran, May 2003. 
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CARs™ at LANL. MESA/SM examines nudear strategic force planning and stability in 

multi-polar engagements. It is ti^d to help determine what combinations of strategic 

arsenals, target vulnerabilities, and national-level decWon rules lead to stable 

configurations where iiist-slrike advantage are minimi^Ki. 

For the second workshop, CARs"™ was u^d in conjunction with the Peer Com|»titor 

(PQ modeL The Peer Competitor model is designed to evaluate the long-term policy 

problem of how to react to and interact with potential regional or global p^ competitoi^ 

using a ilworetic model of p^-hegemon cwmj^tition. Potential CARS'™ useis came from a 

population of students and profiMsors froth the Univeraity of California at LOT An^l^ 

(UCLA) campus and from RAND graduate students - all participants Imd an inter^t in 

I^r-hegemon strategies. 

Interviews were conducted wifli two divisions of Volvo. The Volvo Car Corporation 

(VCQ in Sweden had used CAfef" visualizations as part of their strategic plaitning for 

sel«:ting new vehicle typ^. ThoughtLink later contacted Volvo's Nortti America operation 

in C^maiillo, CA to disci^ their use of an updated version of CARs"™. 

In total, three different CARs™ user groups, totaling 20 people, were contacted in tte 

context of gathering their feedback and undeiBtanding of CARS'™ and its visualizations. 

Although tius is a small sampling, the resulte from tiiese interactions did provide iiKighte 

into haw CARs"™ might be rapidly customi^^ to fit a wide range of CARs^" useis and 

applications. 

The following sartions of this report provide a brief overview of CAJto"™, the research 

methodology, resulte fi»m the interactions wiflt actual and potential CASs^ wsets, and 

i^:ommendations for irext stej^. 

2. CARs™ Overview 

CAfo*™ is an exploratory modeling software package that allows usere to explore 

problem spac^ characterized by complexity and d^p uncertainty. It is designed to assist 

in exploration acrcss myriad alternative ftitures and examine the effecte of po^ble actions 

contemplated by iwere. "CARS'™ provide a general-purpc^ engine for reasoning with 

comjxjund computational experiments by offering a convenient platform for linking the 

numerous functions nec^sary to support these exf^rimente and u^r interactions. CARs"™ 
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can encapsukte a wide variety of source for computetional experiinente such as simulation 

models, statistical analyse, neural net training proc^ses, aiwi u^ large ntimbeiB of sudi 

experiments to support reasoning and problem solving. The technology allo^^ the capture 

of both knowledge about and tiie deep uncertainty regarding c»mplex systems by 

representing infinite ensembles of alternative plausible models. CAIte™ allows re^oning 

about the properti^ of such ensemble, and hence propertira of ensembles of pc^ible 

future events, through tailored constellations of computational experiments whcse 

specification is guided by u^r goals and reasoning strategies.2" 

CARs™ fe designed to support Evolving Logic's "Robust Adaptive Planning™ or 

similar robust dcK:taion method. CARST" utili^ either an exteting model provided by tiie 

vmer or a new model generated from user input as a way to generate a number of scenaric». 

These results are displayed with CARS'™ visualizations. The vtaualizations allow u^is to 

see patterns, imderstand the relationship l»tween input factors, and pcse new questions. 

Traditional analysis tri^ to take away (or ignore) tiie complexity of a problem by 

forcing the anal^t or model developer to provide answers to or values for unknown 

factore. Alternatively, the complexity remains when using CARs"* - and unknowns ranain 

as hypothetical values versus foregone conclusiorK. This provide a much more realistic 

picture of the potential outeom^. Using CARS'™, various strategies can te compared, 

robust strategic can be ^l«Sed, and conclusions can be drawn, even under craiditions of 

deep im<«rteinty. 

Using CAfe'™, a variety of visualiaations can be produced. Thirae visuali^atioie 

indude, among others: 

Landscape (or Box) Charts: These compare a variety of outputs and help array 

ensembte of related scaiarios. 

Region Plots: Th^e are smoothed-out box plots that help to show trade-ofife. 

Line Charts: Th^e charts provide the details of the phenomena that lead to the i^ults 

displayed in any given square on a landscape chart 

3D land^apes: these landsca|^ charts compare midtiple dimensions of the problem 

spajcK. 

^     CARs™ description written by Steven Popper as part of the PC-CARs WoAshop. 
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All of these visualizations are produced interactively. Users move slider bars to select 

attribute to be varied. In thfe way, they direct the way CARS^M' interacts with a domain 

model. A variety of hypothes^ can be generated and u^is see changing resulte. 

Since CARs™ is customi^d for each cHent^s problem domain, the knowledge 

elicitetion step is an important part of Evolving Logic's overall proems. They have created 

their own approach for knowledge elicitation called "XLRM." Hie XLRM proems impose 

coherence on the problem. The proems is much appreciated by the user communities. It 

breaks the problem into a 2 X 2 grid. Each section of the grid is labeled with either X, L, R, 

orM, Eachof tiieseisdescrited Wow: 

X: Th^e are the uncertainties outside of the user's control (e.g., future oil prices, 

competitor's pricing, etc.) 

L: These are the levers, the actions that the u^rs can take - a selection of particular 

levers aggregates into alternative strategies. 

R: These relationships tie the other three areas together. These statements constitute 

the model. 

M: Thrae are the metrics and measure. Generally, there is no single test indicator - 

however there are often a series of key outputs of interest to the group commissioning the 

analysis. 

The initial listing in tiie XRLM grid helps elicit more information for each of the 

categories, retracting all of the user's implicit assumptions. The XLRM grid is then used to 

help focus the users on what is most important to them; what they most want to do. This is 

an iterative process and often the diagram is circulated to other stakeholders. Finally, the 

information (when approved) is tKed to drive the model/scenario generator for the 

particular domain. 

A sample XLRM for key factors to consider in MKA is shown below. 
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Sample XLRM for MESA/SM 

Uncertainties Outside Confroi (X) Levers Under Control (L) 

•   FormulaUonsofTftinrtions •   Own CF/CV strategies 
•    Damage wipeOamy, p^ •   EM 
•   CompeUtors' response •   Steategic force wireapon level/mix 

sbategies •   Defensive systems 
•   S«^nario: playas, order of •   Target wrelghtlng 

stttes •   Target aw^rage 
•   Weapon reliaMity •   Aggresaveness 
•    Defensive capaWllty 

Objectives and Measures (M) Relationsliips Betareen Factors (R) 

•   Stability measures (suite) •    MESA/SM 
• FSS, Equilibrium •    National gc^ls and forces. 

•    R{*ustness of strategy across shategles, stability asse^ments 
scenarios; weapw reliabiBty •   Own freedom of oonvenUonal 

•   Cowrage gMis o\^r target assets acflon and rrtatton to steliiiity 
•    Rislcofacddent 
•   Change In rorrelation «rf fcMnces 

Evolving Logic also ^ks for pictures of u^rs' information, such as montiily reports, to 

discuss how flii^ pictures are used to help decision makere. This is important for 

determining how in each u^ communily people convinre and are convinced by othe». 

Rapid prototyping consists of crafting tiie CARSTM ^ol to yield views similar to th^. 

3. R^arch Methodology 

The original plan for this t^k was to conduct workshoj^ and user interviews with 

only one set of r^pondents: users of ttie MKA-in-CARs*™ application. However, 

ThoughtUnk felt it was important to get a wider range of views on the rapid customization 

of CARS'™ since the software can support a myriad of applications dealing with deep 

uncertainty. 

ThoughtUnk learned CARS'™ had b^n u^d sure^fully with ttie Volvo C^ 

Ctorporation (VCQ in Sweden so they were contacted. Later, ThoughtUnk cont^ied 

Volvo's North American operation. They are currently using a new applicaticm tool built 

upon CARs™. The MKA-in-CAfofM workshop was conducted and after ttmt, another 

CARs"™ application was seteted for an additional workshop. Evolving Logic elected the 

Peer Comf^titor modeL Bofli MESA and CARs"""" are d^cribed in later ^tions of this 

report. 

The goab of all tiie workshofs and interviews were to: 
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Gain a better imderstanding of how different visualizations support potential C ARs™ 

%x^xs in a variety of domains 

Gatiter ideas for alternative visualizations 

Improve the proce^ of rapid prototyping of CARs"™. 

For each of the ihr^ u^r grouj^ contacted, ThoughtUnk developed questionnaires 

and worked witii Evolving Logic to develop pre- and pcst-workshop questionnaire. The 

reults from each of flie thr^ u^r grouj» follow. This report goe into the great^t level of 

detail for the rc-CARs™ (Peer Competitor) workshop; it w^ the m(^t recent and had the 

largest group of participants. 

4. Volvo C^ Corporation Interviews 

A. Volvo - Sweden 

VCC in Sweden contoacted with Evolving I^gic to customize CARs™ so it could be 

u^d as a dadsion support tool in product plaiming for a new fl^t of smaller vehicle. This 

CARs^M application takes into account a complex set of investment alternative to show 

how tiwy affect the rest of the manufacturing enterprise. For instan<», it can hdp asiist in 

addressng quetions such m "When ^l«rting a particular fleet of cars, what price do I r^ed 

to charge to make a profit?" 

In January 2002, ThoughtUnk interviewed Charlotta Kallback over the telephone to 

understand tiieir experience with CARs"™. Ms. Kallback is flte assistant to the VCCs chief 

executive officer on strategic product planning issu^. 

The CARs*™ user community at VCC w^ drawn from members of tiie 

interdepartmental Product Planning team (which itself consisted of VCC staff from product 

planning, ti« projort organization, and Ms, Fallback repreenting tiie Offl<» of the 

Preident). This group's interaction wifli CARS^M began with an organization-wide search 

for meaninghd data that could be applied to CARs™ After receiving the relevant data 

from VCC, Evolving Ixjgic then presented simplified simulation outputs in picture form 

(due to platform compatibility i^ues - CAfe'™ did not run on the VCCs information 

systems enviroiunent). 
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Ms. Kallback offered numerous insighis and suggestions on VCCs experience 

working with Evolving Logic to develop a customi^d version of CARs^** and on VCCs 

experience with CARs™. Of note are the following oteervations: 

The proems of exchanging data back and forth between VCC and Evolving Logic was 

time-consuming, partly due to the time difference between California and Sweden. Thfe 

proems could be shortened if the number of iteratioiw were reduced. However, face time 

(when Evolving Logic came to VCC) was extremely valuable. 

The interactive nature of CARs™ visualizations was well received. Partldpants 

wanted to see more and more visualizations. 

One teiefit of using the visualizations acrc^s a numlwr of heterogeneous groups was 

ttiat it helped in developing a common language and a common understanding of what 

factors were important for the different user commimities. She said CAIfef M i^ij^d Msets 

develop a common understanding of relevant fesues, particularly the sensitivity of 

important parameters. 

Regarding the i^efuln^s of CARs"™ in supporting VCC decision-making, Ms. 

Kallback emph^ized that the user group's interaction with CAIte™ was a t^t of VCCs 

p<»sible adoption of software to support its decision-making processes. Actual decisions 

may or may not have teen diflferent despite using CARS^M, primarily because of a variety of 

factors external to the model that affected how (or whether) it was actually used. 

ThoughtLink attempted to contact additional VCC contacts. Thte failed: either the 

contacts felt they did not have enough experience with CARs"™ to comment or they were 

unable to \x contacted due to scheduling difficulti^. Therefore, Ms Kallback w^ the only 

person interviewed from this user group. 

B. Volvo - North America 

Evolving I^gic worked with Volvo's North American operation to develop a 

customi^d application of the CARs"""" environment to support the company's darfeion- 

making proce^ in the development of new products and services. The application is called 

RAPNOW, for Robtwt Adaptive PlanningTw for New Ownership Modeb. 
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The information here is based on a phone interview conducted by Thoughtlink on 

May 16, M(B with Mr. Benny SomxnerMd, project leader at the Volvo Motdtoring and 

Concept Center in Cimarillo, CA. 

Mr. a>mmerfeld's work witfi Evolving Logic dates back to 1998 and include a variety 

of sf^al prqects m well as the RAPNOW application. The RAPNOW application runs 

onsite at Volvo's Monitoring and Ctonrept Center <m a Linux machine. 

Mr. Sommerfeld and his team have t^d RAPNOW to answer unique questions to 

analy2e the co^s and benefits of various strategic options or "busini^ c^^." Volvo oflfeis 

care and ^rvlces and they use RAPNOW to look at new customer offers consisting of 

various services and vehicle offering. Their primary tocus area is on environmenlal 

fMtors. The strength of RAPNOW is its allowance for uncertainty throughout ttie analytical 

process, 

Mr. Sommerfeld's group has iKed RAPNOW to conduct investigations on issu^ of 

strategic intent, to better understand whether certain strategic options are profitable or nor 

profitable, to experiment with ^nsitivlty analysis, and to look at the robustness of variotw 

options. To make a business model work, Volvo needs to look at factors that cannot be 

controlled. RAPNOW allowed Mr. Sommerfeld to do this, and showed the potential of 

difiierent strategic optima. RAPNOW also helped formulate which activity plans had to be 

carried out to achieve strategic goals. 

One significant application area for RAPNOW was to examine new way^ of 

structuring Volvo's supply chain relationshi|^ among Volvo {m an OEM - original 

equipment manufacturer), its supplier and vendois, and ite customers. Volvo had been 

looking at these relationships and applied RAPNOW to explore the robustn^s of various 

strategies and options. RAPNOW emphasized tite importance of lcx>king at Volvo's 

strate^c suppliers. For example, "end of life" legtelation in Europe requires supplier to 

take back unu^d inventory from automobile nmnufactureis. Volvo had l^n looking at 

this i^ue from a life-cyde analysis standpoint to meet legislative requirements and to be a 

g(X)d coiporate citizen. By changing the way they work with suppliers, Volvo realized ^xy 

would both gain revenues over the life cycle of a product (sj^cific vehicle model), yet 

witiiout increasing the cc»l of ownership to tiie end cmstomer. This realization was not a 

dii«i outcome of RAPNOW. Volvo knew beforehand that they wanted to pursue this 
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sirate^. However, tiie value from RAPNOW was what it told Volvo about the robustness 

of this particular strate^ - coordinating with strategic suppliers to share c<^ts would result 

in increased revenues for both, at no change in cost to Volvo customers. 

Olher general comments from Mr. Sommerfeld were tiwt RAPNOW highlighted 

which parametBK are important to look at when you have already decided on an 

appropriate plan or strategy. It is tiien pt^sible to go ttirough a "reverse engineering" 

process to find out which numerical valu« will help you to achieve your goab. He 

emphasized that CARs^** is a rich and complex tool, and that he and his group beiwfited the 

most from having Evolving Ixjgic available to make sense of the environment and the 

mod^ of interaction with it 

Of the multitude of variables available in RAPNOW, Mr. Sommerfeld stat^ fltat 

currently he is only looking at a few that make sense icx flie sp«afic aimlysis he is 

conducting. Partly due to time constrainte, he and his group have only "^aratched the 

surface" of CARs"™' capabilities, and he hop^ to delve d^f^r into additional features and 

functionaliti^. Mr. Sommerfeld would like to have a more "crisp and dear" interaction 

with flie model, and to this end. Evolving Logic should consider Us recommendations: 

RAPNOW needs a more user-friendly interface. Axis variable need greater clarity, 

and it should be e^ier to read the legends. 

A u^r manual is very important to derive the mxM value from RAPNOW. The 

current user manual is in its infancy, and it still takes a lot of time to work within the 

CAfo™" environment. 

Cfertein RAPNOW parametera shotdd 'pop' out more. For instance, it should be 

pcssible to go to a chart: and clicik on a certain area for further explorations. 

Evolving I^gic shcjuld consider incorporating different levels of interface and analysis 

in RAHsTOW, tailored to the user's level of expertise, which would allow them to move to 

d^psr levels of analyste as flieir experience and comfort level with RAPNOW incre^^. 

When asked if he has had the opportunity to present RAPNOW outputs to other 

grouf^ at Volvo, Mr. Sommerfeld stated that he uses RAPNOW to tell a story to different 

audiences, and for titis purpose, RAPNOW charts give a good representation. Althou^ 
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sporadic interactions h^ made it challenging to work with RAPNOW, Mr. Sommerfeld 

attels to the value of tiie tool, and plans to spend more time with it. 

RAPNOW has met Mr. Sommerfeld's expectations, and he slated that access to 

Evolving I^gic J^ been very positive and helpful. For instance, the latest version of 

RAPNOW has more Help information and the new toolbox has l^n helpful. 

He added that Evolving Logic's 'XLRM' mefliodology has made a significant 

difference in hfe team's work. As an extension of XLRM, RAPNOW has been very valuable 

in generating questions n^ded to conduct an analytical proce^. Without RAPNOW, Mr. 

Sommerfeld said that the GIGO effect (garbage in-garbage out) would l« apparent. 

RAPNOW helped him to ftxMS on working with precise and high quality data inputs, to 

ensure that data outputs were useftil. 

Mr. Sommerfeld strongly suggested that Evolving Logic consider offering mcM-e 

training in its core XLRM methodology, since using the RAPNOW tool alone, without the 

XLRM ft'amework, would not deliver as much value to CAIte*™ useiB. RAPNOW could be 

viewed as a proof-of-conrept of the XLRM methodology. 

5. MKA-in-CARs™ Workshop 

The MffiA-in-CARs*™ Workshop was held at the same time as the Fourth Nuclear 

Stability Roimdtable in March 2002. This provided the opportunity to gather a numl^r of 

potential MKA/SM iKers. The workshop was held at tiie Defense Threat Reduction 

Agency (DTRA) in Springfield, VA. For several months prior to the workshop. Evolving 

Logic and LANL personnel had been working to integrate the MKA model with CARs*™. 

LANL wished to explore whether CABs"*' visuali2ations could provide new insighte about 

model results that had not previously b^ai obtained from MKA's numeric tabular output. 

The potential u^r group attending the workshop included seven people - thi^ from 

DTRA, two from LANL, one from US Strategic Command (STRATCOM) and one from the 

Institute for Defense Analyse. They all had experience in the domain of strategic stability. 

Their roles ranged from analysts/researchers to program managers/project leaders. They 

also varied in their experience with the MKA/SM model - three had actually used the 

model and thr^ had ^en it Only one person was completely unfamiliar with flie modeL 
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The attendees self-M^^d tiheir familiarity with MKA/SM on a K:ale of 1-5 (where l=Not 

Familiar and 5=Vejty Familiar). Their average score was 3.64 (mean of 3.5). 

One ptirpose of ihe workshop was to obtain user feedback on the overall concept of 

robiMt decision metiiods and in particular Robust Adaptive PlaimingTw iKiitg CARST". 

Traditional defense simulation typically requires a^igrting single values to inputs, even if 

tiic^e valura are not known in the real world, and the outputs represent single measure. In 

contrast, CARSTM provides ensemble of alternative srenarics or model specifications b^d 

upon a range of pebble inpute. 

Another purpc^e of the workshop was to as^^ the users' underetanding of difierent 

types of output visuali2atioi«. 

The workshop pr^ented an overview of MESA/SM, an overview of CARs™, and a 

pr^ntation of CARST"* output titat showed a relevant storyline. Ths different ou^ut 

displays shown included Landscape Box Hots showing landscapes of altentatlv^ defined 

by v«:tois of altertiative model inputs and Line Charts showing the time paths titat led to 

fliese outexjmes. Eighty percent (4 of 5) of the r^pondents Mt the Land^ape Box Plots 

were easy to imderstand but only 40% (2 of 5) felt the line grapte were easy to undeistand. 

One participant felt MKA-in-<!ARsTM would be more useful as an analysis tool vs. a 

tool to present r^ults, however, another participant felt the CARs"™ output would be u^fid 

in a presentation and he str^sed flie importance of being able to copy tl^ CARs*™ output 

into a PowerPoint plantation. Currently this can be done by saving flie output displays 

as paphical images (e.g., in a .jpg format). 

Workshop participants had differing opinions on which strategic engagement 

simulation w^ the most accurate and were skeptical of r^ulte derived from other 

simulations, including MKA-in-CAlte™. ThoughtUnk oteerved that what may have b^n 

more tKeful wotild have been to tie CARS^M to all of the models in thte domain so fliat the 

visualizations from all of the models could be explored within a coiwistent framework and 

the implications of each of different a^umptions cotild then be examined in a ^ardh for 

strategic tiiat would be robust acrc^ alternative model specifications as well as alternative 

assumptions about variable valu^. As indicated by VCCs e5q>eriHac«, CAIte"™' 
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visualizations are a powerM tool to support a rhetorical process that helj« people 

underetend differing views and come to consensus on key factore in the problem spare. 

Participants offered many suggestions and critiqute for enhancing MKA-in-CARs™ 

to make it easio- for ttie u^r conununity to underetand and adapt CARs™ to their 

requirements. The following are some Wghlighte: 

Provide Right I^vel of Detail: CAIte™ outpute r^d to be crafted to the right level of 

detail to meet twer requirements. Depending on the u^r - specifically, key decision makeis 

at lyiRA, STRATCOM and other organizations - MKA-in-C A^r»* may be delivering more 

detail than fliey are interested in s^ing, or too littte. 

Integrate Visualizatiorts witti Microsoft Office Products: MKA-in-CAB^** should be 

view«i as an analytical tool to identify regicms of interest and then to generate paphs 

which can be inserted into rommerdal off-the^helf programs (like Word or EXCBI) for 

pre^ntation to daasion makers. CARs™ should be used to support the analytical proc^. 

R-ovide Acress to Model Ix)gic: CARs™ should allow easier acxess to underlying 

a^umptions that are driving flie model. At the MKA-in-CAIte™ workshop, many users 

wanted to undeiBtand the MKA models underlying Ic^c. 

Finally, the MKA-in-CARs™ workshop yielded some i^ful insights on presentation 

mod^ and structuring the workshop agenda. ThoughtLink's olwervations irw:lude: 

Allomle More Time for Feedback: More time needs to be allocated to eliciting 

information and feedback from workshop participants. Another approach to structuring 

the workshop might be to have u»rs discuss their backgrounds, any questions fltey might 

have, and fee modds/tools feey currentty u^. CARs™ (or MffiA-in-CARs™) shotdd then 

be presented after gaining a sense of who fee u^s are. 

T^t U^rs Understanding of CAJte™ Concept U^rs may have mis^d fee important 

point that CAIte™ is not a visualization interface that 'sits' on top of an underlying model. 

Evolving I^gic and ThoughtLink could develop pre- and pc»t-tests to present this conrept 

to u^ts and make sure feat it is ateorbed. 

6. PC-CARs™ p»eer Competitor) Workshop at UCLA 

A. Workshop Overview 
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In support of Evolving Logic's modeling of the analytical framework pr^ented in Tte 

Emergence of Peer Competitors published by RAND scholars, a CARs™ workshop was 

held in late April 20(B. This workshop is referred to as KZ-CAKS™ 

The IC-CARsTM workshop was designed io explore how leading-edge computational 

tools might support national security policy decision makers and gather feedback on the 

rapid customization of CARSTM. CARSTM was presented ^ an analytical framework for 

understanding the long-term policy problem of managing interactions with potential 

regional or global peer comfwtitors. The workshop intended to provide partidpante with 

an introduction to and a practical demonstration of flie CARs™ environment, iUusb'ating 

the pcssibiHti^ of connecting analytic research and poUcy work tiirough current computing 

technologies. 

This workshop used a different methodology from the earlier MKA-SM wortehop: 

users were divided into two groups and each poup was shown the same visualizations but 

in a difi^erent order (alternating between showing landscape or line chart visualizations 

first). This was intended to provide more information about the correct order to pre^nt the 

difiierent visualizatiom in order to increase participant understanding. 

Originally intended for the student and facully community at the University of 

Southern California, the workshop was shifted to UCLA's School of Public Policy with the 

cooperation of UCLA professor Dr. Michael IntriHgator. Invitations were made to four 

groups: 

UCLA undergraduate students enroUed in Dr. InhiHgator's 'Nuclear Strategf honors 

course 

UCLA graduate students eiu-olled in Master's and Ph.D. programs in economics, 

political science, and policy studio 

UCLA faculty members 

RAND graduate school students and alumni 
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ThoughtUnk developed online regfatration on the Ivolving Logic corporate weteite 

and prepared ttie workshop's read-ahead package provided to ttie participatite. See 

Appendix A for a copy of ihe read-ahead documetit 

The PC-CARs"™ workshop wm conduct^l in 2 sessions on ttie UCLA campus on 

April ^, 2(X0. The 2-hour workshops were held from 1-3 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. The wortehop 

was designed to be interactive - time was allotted on the agenda for participants' questions 

and di^ni^ion. Each 2-hoiu- session consisted of a 30-minute (roughly) backpound 

discu^ion led by Steven Popper of Evolving logic, and an hour-long diso^sion of the RZ!- 

CARs"™ model led by Rob I^mpert of Evolving Logic with approximately 30 minutes for 

discussion. At several points during the workshop, participants were asked to respond to 

specific qu^tions on qu^tionnair^ that were handed out prior to the workshop. 

The background portion of flie wortehop cover«i the following topics: 

Introductions 

l^u^ / Pi^r Competitor model 

How do^ lack of perf«:t information affK± outcomes? 

Peer strategies have implications for its growth in power, relative to hegemcm power 

Participants respond to KZ model qu^tions 

EHscussion of PC model questions 

CARS'™ approach 

Qu^tions 

The agenda for the KZ-CAJfo"™ model pr^entation portion of the workshop was as 

follows: 

ft^ntation of CARs"™ Hegemon vfeualizatlons 

Presentation of CARS'™ C3iallenger visualizatioite 

Questions on Challenger views 

DiscussicMi 

Finish questicwmaii^ 
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The PC-CARsTM visualizations were presented in two different ways to test 

participante' understanding of concepts presented in tiie background portion of the 

workshop. In tile 1:00 PM session, partidpants were Gist shown regret landscape views for 

the range of pt^sible Hegemon strategic, followed Ity line chart views disptojring the 

Challenger's base power growtfi rate. In the 7:00 PM srasion, the pr^entation order was 

reversed - partidpants first viewed the line charts (based on the Hegemon's chc^en 

strategies) and then saw ihe regret landscajws. In both ^ssions, after viewing the 

landscapes and line charts for the Hegemon, partidpants were €ten asked to evaluate 

which strategic were optimal for the Challenger, based on a different set of Challenger- 

driven regret land^ajws and line charts. 

Partidpants were asked to respond to two questiormaires. The Btst was a pie- 

workshop qu^tionnaire to collect lasic demographic information and ^^ss the 

individual's femiliarity with personal computers and software, and experient^ in the 

modeling and nudear strategy daasion-making domains. Answers to ttie pre-workshop 

questionnaire were gafliered either over the phone dtuing the registration pra:^ or filled 

out on paper by the partidpant prior to tiie workshop. The sax>nd qu^tionnatre consisted 

of a blend of quantitative and qualitative questions to gauge partidpants' understanding of 

CARS'™ concepts and vfeualization outputs. STO Appendix B and Apj«ndix C for ct^es of 

the pre-workshop and workshop questionnaires. As indicated above, rather than attempt 

to capture how well the partidpants ateorbed these concepts at the end of each se^ion, 

Thoughtliitk ^ked partidpants to respond to the relevant questions on the VC-CAMs'^ 

model and the landscape/line chart interpretations immediately after they were pr^ented. 

These qu^tions were later graded by Evolving Logic. 

B. Participants 
The group of BZ-CARs'™* workshop partidpants repr^ented a cro^-^articm of the 

four invited groups mentioned earlier. Although 15 people had signed up for the 

workshops, 11 people actually attended. 
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The pre-workshop qu^tionnaire shows tte following data on the respondents' 

education, computer skilk, familiarity with computer modeling software in any domain, 

and familiarity with nuclear strategy decision-making simulations in particular: 

• High^t level of education: 36% high school diploma (4 respondents), 27% PhDs 

(3 respondents), 18% Master's degree (2 r^pondents), and 18% other degi^ (2 

respondents) 

• I^vel of computer skill: 491 mean (7-point scale), 5.0 median; suggesting 

somewhat above intermediate skills 

• Most-cited software programs that respondents iwe on a regular basis include 

Micrcsoft Office (Word, Excel, Internet Explorer), and statistical software 

(Analytica, Stata, SAS) 

• Experti^ in computer simulation/modeling software applications, any domain: 

3.27 mean, 3.14 median; suggesting somewhat below intermediate-level 

expertise 

• Ex|^rtise in computer simulation/modeling software applications, in nuclear- 

strategy daasion-making domain: 1.55 mean, 1,0 median. This suggests 

somewhat above beginner-level expertise. 

Group Participants, 
1:00 PM Session 

Participants, 
7J00 PM Session Total 

UCLA 
tmdergraduate students 

enrolled in 'Nuclear 
Sttate^* coiB^e 

2 3 5 

UCLA graduate 
stodents 

0 1 1 

UCLA faculty members 2 0 2 

BAND 
Graduate School 

students and alumni 

3 0 3 

• -f:--K:         **'   >-   - .,-      ^--,- -, ti^- ?;->,-. 

TaWe 1, Breakout of PC-CARs™ Woricshop Parfldpants 
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C. Domain Understanding of PC-CARS™ 

To test r^pondents' imderetanding of the concepts of the P^r Comf^tiior analytical 

framework modeled in IC-CAto''**, an in-workshop questionnaire was administered to 

present pre- and post-test qurations to measure how well the concepte were ateorbed. 

Following a presentation of the PC fram^ework, participants were asked the 'pre-t^t' 

qu^tion: "What factore are most important to determining the b^t choice of strate^?". 

The CARS'™ approach was then printed, followed by the PC-in-CARs'™ enviroimjent - 

the Mtual model Ater presenting the model, participanis were asked the post-t^t 

qu^tion: "Now fltat you have seen the Peer Competitor model - what factors are mcst 

important for determining the best choice of strategy?" to ^se^ how much tiieir 

underetanding of ^e rc framework dianged as a i^ult of viewing a repi^jentation of flife 

framework in the CARS'""** enviroiunent 

The anonymotw respond to the^ qu^tions were compiled by ThoughtUnk and 

presented to Evolving Logic, who ranked the responses on a 5-point scale (based on the 

following definitions: 

• 5 - r^pondent understands concept veiy well, could understand other ccmcepts 
and vtaualizations equally well 

• 4 - intermediate score 
• 3 - r^pondent has a basic grasp of the concept, but may struggle with 

interpretations of other concepts or visualiaations if pr^enled 
• 2-intenn^iatescore 
• 1 - respondent has limited or no understanding of concept/vKualization that 

was presented. 

This ranking system provided a basis for tmdeistanding whether the CARs™* 

environmoit it^lf played a role in helping participants to tmdeiBtand the Pi^r Competitor 

model. 

Ihe participants' r^pon^ to each question Imd two rankings, one from Steven 

Popper (SP) and one from Rob I^mj^rt (RL). Tte ranking for all 11 r^pondents were 

combined to yield a mean score and standard deviation. R^ults of tiie rankinp are as 

follows: 

• For the pre-^t qu^tion (before presentation of R3-CARs"™), the m^n scor^ 
are (3.00 (SP), 3.78 (RL)), and standard deviation is (1.15 (SP), 0,79 (RL)). 
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•    For fhe post-test question (after pr^entation of KZ-CARs^, the mean scor^ are 
(3.88 (SP), 3.^ (RL)), and standard deviation is (1.35 (SP), 1.07 (RL)). 

Steven Rjpper and Rotort Lemf^rt's rankings of partidpants' respond are slightly 

divergent Whfle Mr. Popper's mean score increa^d from 3.(X) to 3,88 on the 5-point 

ranking scale (a +0,88 difference), Mr. Lempert's mean score slightiy dwreased from 3,78 to 

3.K (a -0.22 difference). Evolving Logic^s differing ^sessments of participants' 

undeistanding of flte PC model indicates that feere ittay l« opportuniti^ in ftiture u^r 

interactions to better defirte what constitute 'understanding of ti^ CARS'™ envircMraient. 

In addition, the small si2« of flie participant group (11 total) adds to the difficulty of 

drawing firm condusiore from the numerical rankings obtained from ihe questionnaires. 

Larger CARs^" iKer grouj^ would yield more quantitative and qualitative response data to 

arrive at deeper ol^rvatioi^ and meaningful conclusions. 

D. Results from Visualization Questions 
To experiment wifli how different modes of presenting KZ-CARs™' visualizations 

affoA user tmderetanding. Evolving Logic and ThoughtLink used different presentation 

order* for flie 1:(X) PM and 7:00 PM wortehop se^ons. In botii ^^ions, participants were 

preented vdth visualisations generated from the same set of scenarios in which 

^sumptions regarding a Hegemon's and P^r Com|»titor's initial attributes and the PCs 

initial strategy were known, ffowever, in the 1:00 PM ^^on. Evolving Logic Stst 

preented flte strategic space as ^en in ttie regret landscape charts, followed by line charte 

displaying the rc's base power growth rate. That is, this prwented the high level overview 

focusing on the examination of ihe robustness properti^ of alternative strategies. It -was 

then followed by a drill-down examination of time paths showing the underlying tehavior 

Ihat led to differing results to alternative strategies acrc^s different sj^cific scenarios. In the 

later wortehop ^ssion, the presentation order was reversed: line charte were presented 

fiiBl;, followed by regret landscape - a "Ixsttoms-up" approach, S^ Appendix D for scr^an 

capture of the charte that were pi^^ted. 

Participante were ^ked to write their interpretation (narrative) of tiie regret land^ape 

chart and the^ written interpretations were later graded by Evolving I^gic cm a 1-5 scale. 

The mean scotm are (3,25 (SP), 4.10 (RL)), and standard deviation is (1.54 (S^, 1.22 fRL)), 
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suggesting average to above average interpretations of the regret landscape, with a slightly 

wider distribution of scores for one Evolving Logic evaluator. 

Note: Response to the line chart interpretation qu^tion were not ranked, based on a 

decision after the workshop that the wording of this qu^tion may Imve coniu^d 

respondents. 

Based on responses to the 'Visualizations Questions' section of tiie wortehop 

questionnaire, respondents appear to have understood the visual outputs of RZ-CAfo"™ 

"somewliat well." The line plot, 2-D landscape and 3-D landscape interpretations ranked 

4.0,5.18 and 4.82 respectively (4 being the middle score in tiie 7-point ranking scale tiiat was 

used), suggesting tiiat respondents had more difficully interpreting the line chart of p^r 

base power growth rates, compared to the regret landscapes. This agr^s with similar 

findings from tiie MKA-in-CARs'™ workshop where line charts were also less well 

imderst(X)d. R^pondente had much greater familiarity with the line chart display format 

(most r^ponded that they had seen this lype of display before) than vdth tiie 2-D and 3-D 

landscape displays (about W)% had seen neither type of vfeualization l^fore). It is difficult 

to explain why the line charts may be more difficult to understand since people ^«m to 

have greater familiarity with them. 

The xise of color to display different ranges of value was not a problem for 

respondents, with tiie exception of one r^pondent who is color-blind (but did not indicate 

to which colore). The majority of rrapondente were able to infer a variety of conclusions 

from the CAfoTM visualizations - these inferences were not graded - but can be reviewed in 

Apf«ndbc E (Questionnaire R^pons^). 

Respondents had many sugg^tions when asked in open-ended qurations for 

additional feature and functionaliti^ ttiey would have liked to have ^en in CARS'™' 

visualizations, and for other types of visualizations such as the line charts and lan^cape 

views fliey saw. Overall, respondents reacted positively to the 2D and 3D regret 

landscapes, and seemed to have the most trouble comprehending tiie line charts displaying 

the KZ's b^e power growth ra^. Partidpante also had some difficulty in following tiie 

definitions of Hegemon and rc player attributes (based on the triplet letters such YNY, 

YVYete.). Sugg^tions included: 
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• Suppress regret values for "celb" not significant in reaching final condtisions 

(e.gv reducs it to a comparison of "minimal" vs. "high" regret) 

• Provide explanations of Hegemon and K! attributes (YYY) 

• Ftxais on landK:a|^; de-emphasis line plots of ba^ power growth 

• View milltiple line plots at tte same time 

• On the 3D landscape, show greater color padation iwing more colore, rather 

than showing different lay ere and bo3^ 

hi terms of additional visualizations, participants offered a few (but original) 

sugg^tions. A sampling of these comm^ents: 

• View a 4x4 matrix that responds to slider bars as much as tte regret landscape 

• Rotate the 3D lands:ape - to take advante^ of tJte fact that it is 3D 

• Interact with visualizatioi^ like the cockpit of a flight simulator, to allow user to 

learn from experience 

• Compare bofli Hegemon's and VCs choice and regrets on the same landscape 

and line plots 

Comparing participants' understanding of the Hegemon and Peer Competitor 

strate^^ ba^d on the presentation order of CARs""* visualizations (the 1:CK) PM ^^ion 

viewed the regret landscape followed by line charts of tlw PCs base power growth rate; 

the 7:(X) PM s^sion had the order revereed) the followii^ r^ults were obtained: 

• The IHX) group K:ored their understanding of tJte Hegemcm strategies at 4.29, 

and toe Peer Competitor strategies at 4,57. (One i^pondent ranked their 

underetanding at T - the low^t K»re, mining poor undeistanding - for both 

stra^ies.) 

• The 7;00 PM group scoi^ 5.67 for their underatanding of bofli tt« Hegemon and 

rc strategies. (This is based on one non-response from a group of 4 

respondente.) 

These r^ults indicate that ttie 7M PM group had a better understanding of CARs™ 

visualizations and the various sfrategies tiiat were repre^nted when they were printed 
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with the Dne charts foflowed by the regret landscape views (k^ping in mind a smaller 

group of respondents and one non-r^pondent in tiie 7:W PM M^ion). The 7:(K) PM group's 

score was a fiill point higher than the 1:00 PM group's - the 5.67 score placed the 7:00 PM 

group's undeistending at an intermediate/high level, while tte 1;(X) PM group's scoi^ (at 

4.29 and 4.57) were clever to the 'Somewhaf inidran^ point on the scale. The implfcation 

here is that differing order of presentation of C Afe™ outputs might have an impact on 

respondents' understanding of tiie TC model and the range of strategies available to the 

Hegemon and P^r Competitor. The resulte abo supjKjrt flie findings pr^ented previously 

in this report that workshop partkipants had greater difficulty in interpreting tfie line chart 

dfeplays compared to the regret land^apre. There may be an opportunity in fiitoire 

wortehojw to ask pre- and p<st-t^t qu^tions specifically measuring respondents' 

conceptual imderstanding of the varying strategic in the VC mtxM. Fiitally, a sli^t 

majority of i^pcmdents (^%/ 2 non-i^fK>nses) were comfortable with the pi^entation 

order ttiat was used in the wortehop, and 2 people offered sug^stioi^ in titis area, 

including incorfwrating more current example in the model, and tailoring tte plantation 

order to flie e>ci»rierMX level of ttie workshop partidpante. 

E. Relationship Between Badcground Experience and Understanding 
The workshop questionnaire asked sj^dfic qu^tions about r^pondents' ejqf^riencs 

in a variety of domair^. In gateral, the overall group had moderately low experience with 

PC-like models (2.82 on a 7-point scale) and data visualization tools like CARs™ (2.W). 

Respondents ranked their experienoe in the nuclear strategy doasion-making domain, 

however, somewhat higher at 4.^. 

Mcmt of the partidpants ^%) did not visit ti»e Evolving Logic weteite prior to ^ 

workshop, opting instead to review flie read-Aead materials for background informaticMi 

(91%). About 73% of the group found the read-ahead infomation vaeful in urideretandii^ 

the rc model and the CARS'™ environment 

Inter^tii»gly, the group had a neutral response (4.2) when asked about the u^ftJnMs 

of the workshop in t^ching rtational scanty policy dazteion-making, and an «|ually 

neutral reaction (4.33) on the adequacy of flie KI model. Although tlte group found the VO- 

CARs^^ workshop to te somewhat educational and informative (5.22, one level above 

neutral), there was little change in their self-ass^ment of how mudt their experlJM in 
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national security policy decision-making changed (4.45 before the workshop, 4.55 after the 

workshop). 

F. additional PC-CARs™ Woricsliop Results 

The K!-CARS™ workshop at UCLA provided direct interaction with potential users 

of tiie model, each of who had varying degrees of experience and experlwe within the 

nuclear strategy decision-making domain. Presenting IC-CARs™ to this group, and 

collecting fheir input and a^^sment of tiie model, provided valuable insights on the 

potential acceptance and adoption of RZ-CARs™ by other audiences. Some additional 

workshop findings include: 

• Consider User Groujs Domain Expertise for Future Wortehops: The overall 

group's imchanged a^essment of its expert!^ in sliategic d^rbion-making, 

before and after presentation of RZ-CARs"™, shows that factora specific to the 

CARsTM environment, and varying mod^ and orders of presentation of flie 

model, are important factors to coiKider when planning future u^r interactions 

vdth BZ-CARs"™. TMs is particularly important when considering that the 

UCLA group ranked itself on the pre-workshop questionnaire as having 

somewhat l»low intermediate-level experifee in computer simulation/modeling 

software applications in any domain, and somewhat above begiimer-level 

expertfee in domain-specific software applications wititin nudear-strategy 

decfeion-making. The group's self-ass^sment of its domain and non-domain 

knowledge of simulation/modeling software applications indicates that 

teginner-level user commvmities may derive greater value from PC-CARs"™ 

workshops when the^ interactions are more targeted to their n^ds and 

concerns. 

• N^d for legends on Vfaualizations: The group's r^ponses indicated a high 

degree of understanding of the Hegemon's and KTs strategic options and the 

implications of cho(^ing one course of action over anotiier. Yet, many of the 

quantitative ranking questions and qualitative questions on their understanding 

of the visualizations show that respondents had difficulty in understanding 

aspects of the visual displays that were pr^«nted. Spaifically, there are 
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recurring commente stating that the users had problems interpreting the line 

chart displays of K] base power growth rateS/ and the attribute definitioiw (YYY 

efc.) displayed on both the line charts and regret landscaj^s. 

7, Findings and Next Ste|w 

The PC-CARS'™ workshop generated meMurable r^ulte on r^pondents' 

undeiBtanding of the CARs"™ ratvironment within the sprafic domain of nudear strategy 

decision-maWng. These r^ults can help Evolving Logic to continue development and 

refinement of the PC-CARs"™ model for p<^ible future interactions within similar user 

communities, mcstly within flie academic and rraearch communities. It is conreivable fliat 

different versions of PC-CARs"™ could be generated, based on the r^ults of this wwlshop, 

that are cxistoamsed to m^t the requirements of specific audiences. For instance, a veision 

of PC-CARS'™ catering to the decision support and r^earch n^ds of profesdonal 

re^archers and analysts of nudear strategy conflict teues could be explored. 

It is also conceivable to build <m the UCLA wortehop and target KZ-CA^'™ es a 

classroom learning and r^eardi application for imdergraduate and graduate students of 

political sdence, national security policy, economics and other djsdplin^. 

B^d on the multiple interactions that Evolving logic and Thoug^tUnk have had 

during the couree of this work with Volvo, MKA, and other groujp, the following ste|^ 

could he pursued in the fiiture to boost user acc^ptanc^ of the CARS'™ envircmment and 

Miable more rapid development of CARs"™ models in other domains: 

Expand Knowledge Elidtation Mettiods: Evolving Logic's XLRM proems d^cribed earlier 

has proven to be quite su«x3^sful for knowledge elidtation and users have comment«i how 

it has benefited their understanding of CARs*™. Some suggested that a better 

imderstanding of flus proems helped them better understand ttie software. In addition to 

expanding the XLRM proc^. Evolving Logic should consider conducting the pro(^ss in a 

distributed environment using collaboration technologic. So far, this interactive procs^ 

has taken place face-to-face. In addition to the cost savings ^sodated with reducing travd 

expeiwes, developing a persistent, c»llaborative environment might help provide input that 

partidpants may not think of during a time-limited facK-to-facK m^rting. A web-l»s«l 
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asynchronotte environment would be available for them to add information m they think of 

it. 

Consideration of Presentrtion Order to Facilitate Understanding: The findinp from fiie 

PC-CARs™ workshop indicate that understanding is facilitated if ti« line chart grapte are 

presented first followed hy tiie landscape charts. This finding is based on a small sample 

si2», so additional r^earch is n^ded, but tii^e initial findings indicate fltat the line dwrts 

should be pr^ented first 

EMffo-ent Visualizations for Different Users: An important finding is that CARs™ n^cte 

to produce different types of vfeualizations - ihcse to be used for analysts and fliMe to be 

used by higher-level decision makera. In additioiv Evolving I^gic may wish to consider die 

teiefits of organizing the CARs™ environment - or the user interface - to cater to u^rs' 

needs ba^d on their level of expertfae within a particular domain, their job functioii, or 

other factom. Allovwng the iwer to ^If-select their mode of interaction with CARs™ 
(beginner, intermediate, advanced, for instance) may minimta confusion and iKxst 

acceptance m tiers' familiarity and exj«rtise grows. 

The analysts interviewed from both VCC and the MKA-in-CARs™ wortehop 

indicated data and model output mast be massaged so it makes ^nse to flie d«:ision maker. 

It is important ftat the results "tell a story" and make seiKe. 

A number of workshop attendees brought up the fact that CARs™ output needs to be 

crafted to the right level of detail for the potential audience. More information is n^ded to 

identify which ty|»s of charts provide the greatest level of insist for the spwtnmi of 

potential users, hi the MKA-in<:ARs™ workshop, one u^r commented that flie Region 

Hots would be much more useftd to policy makers. Ant»flier suggested the visuali^tion 

should match the organizational culture ttmt will be viewing tiie dmt, e.g., tte Departmait 

of Defen^'s affinity for "stop light" charts. The 3D charts shown during workshc^ were 

thought to be a bit too complex for policy makers. Instead, it was suggested fliat fli^ 

charts might te more useftd to an analyst who could undeistand the ctMnplexity shown in 

the display. The participant that made this remark said, "As an analytic geek, I love that 

diart, but I would never diow it to my IKWS. He'd pute on it" 
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Adding Collaboration Capabilities: One teiefit of CARs™ m ihat it presents vfeualizations 

that can be tised to develop a common understanding or to argue different viewpoints. One 

significant improvement for CARs™ would be if it could run in a distributed environment - 

potentially a web-based intranet with corresponding collalx>ration tools (e.g., vidK> 

teleconferencing or text chat) so interested parties could interact and share their 

interpretations of the results. Adding ttie capability to annotate the visualizations would 

also be a iKcful feature. 

As indicated in a c^ study prepared by Thoughtlink on software development 

methodologies. Evolving Logic could consider incorporating structured communications 

and collaboration technologies (particularly web-based learning tools and twer 

communities) to streamline the CARs™ development process. This fe particularly relevant 

if Evolving Logic pursues longer-term interactions with CARs™ users m mention«i above 

- online, asynchronous model development approaches combined with face-to-face 

interactions such as CARs*™ workshops may yield methods and processes that enable rapid 

CARsTM prototype development, and lead to shorter time ftamm for development of 

finished 'products'. 

Longer-term, Continuous InteracdoM with Users: Interactior^ with various CARs™ user 

communitira have yielded many useful insighte, but have lacked the continuous interaction 

to generate valuable user feedback. This information would be useful in the continuous 

development and refinement of CARs™. This is especially relevant if Evolving Logic ^te 

to maximi2» user acceptance and adoption of the CAfe"™ enviroiunent among u^r 

communities of decision-makers and subject-matter experts. &tablishing a CARs™ i^r 

community and tracking their uses of the software could offer tremendous iiwights into 

potential changes to increa^ usability. 

Adapt User Interface to be More User Friendly: Although UCLA and MKA partidpante 

and Volvo users could grasp the structure and dynamics of the CARs™ enviroiunent, a 

recurring theme that emerges from these disparate groups is the unwieldy interface and a 

need for a crisper, cleaner mode of interaction between U^IB and CARs™ Future u^r 

interactions, ^p«dally thc^e that engage users over the long-term as mentioned above, 

could focus on gathering as much twer interaction feedback as po^ible to develop ci^tom 

interfaces that m^t sjwciflc user requirements. Usem n^d to be able to easily create 
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CARS'™ visualizations, understand the parameteis used to create fliMC visualizations, and 

easily compare visuaHzalions with different parametere. 

Develop U^r Manual and On-line Help: Evolving Logic has i^iently ddivered CARs"™ to 

Volvo in Camarillo, CA. The software has limited on-line help and lacte a robust user 

manual. In order to continue on the path of commerdaliaation of tiiis software. Evolving 

Logic nMds to inv^t in materials to support usera in. the field.   Increasing u^r adoption 

and acceptance of CARs"™ depends to a large deigr^ on usew' ability to interact with the 

environment, and extract value from it^ in the ateence of Evolving Logic experts. Thorough 

and easy-to-follow documentation of the CARS^M environment will provide users the 

guidance they n^d when inter^ling with CAfo'™ outside of a structured workshop 

^tting. K will also provide %imrs with answere to common qu^tions and problems they 

will experience (troubtehooting and Frequenfly Asked Questions (FA^^)). 

Consider User R»:oinmended Enhancements: Some u^rs sugg^ted enhancements to the 

user interface and visualizations. These include: 

• Adding markers on new graphical outputs where the colore used to 1» or 
somehow highlighting where the colors changed when ttie input variables 
changed 

• Add an ii^et visualization of the base case so visualizations can be compared 

Add a capability to stack visualizations and make ttiem opaque to s^ where the colors have 

changed. 

Issue «rf providing Models Und«lying Assumptions: It was apparent from noting wltii 

jxjtential CARs^** users that it is very important that twers understand the underlying 

model and its assumpticMis. It would be tiseful if twers could drill down to the part of tiw 

model that is being activated to produce the resulte shown in CARs"™. Users indicated fliat 

it was very important to tiwm to understand why certain resulte are api^aring. M<^ of tte 

commenfe from u^rs focu^d on the model vs. tire actual visualization. There is a desire to 

acc^ the model's assumptions from the visualizations produced by the model. Since it 

s^ms apparent that tiiese two Ihin^ (model and visualization) cannot be separated in the 

ey^ of flie CARS'™ participants. Evolving I^gic needs to find ways in whicii CARs^™ can 

give Xisets a better tmderetanding of the model itself. These finding are helpful to consider 

m the prcxiuct cxintinues to evolve and improve. 
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IV. PLANS FOR SBIR PHASE in 

The Pha^ HI period of tiiis SBIR project is geared to see ihe commerdal application of 

CARS'™ 2.0 and its sucx^sors. The initial plan for commerdalizatioil has thi^ 

components. The first is to u^d CARs"™ to develop custom applications geared to answer 

specific dient concerns. These specific applications may be iised to develop materials that 

will help dients better undemtand the natm'e of the environment in which they operate and 

to und^stand and convey to oihere the options available for crafting robust strategies for 

meeting thrae challenges. 

The send component builds upon the first. Tim consists of licensing of custom-built 

software systems deigned on tiie basis of CARSTM 2.0 technology. The user interface fi-ont 

ends of th^e custom applicatioi» are tailored to lead specific client groups through a 

Robiwt Adaptive Pknning'™ proc^ on flieir own to answer recurrir^ problems in 

planning and strategy development and desip\. 

The third component wiU, in the context of the ffist two, be to develop general 

applications built on the core toAnology chasste to produce software that may be widely 

sold either within well-identified market niches or to addr^s specific problems widespread 

acro^ business and/or government. 

It appears that transition to Pha^ III will be seamier with the activities conducted 

under Phase 11. Already, commercial engagements have h^sn. Inxjked or are in prcspect for 

tiie first two of the three fypes of engagement listed above. 

Sales of CARs'^^generated ou^ufc 

• Volvo Car Company [four prq«te completaij; 

• hsx Alamos National laboratory [completed]; 

• International Sematech (research consotiimi of major ^mi-conductor 

manufacturers) [atinreption]; 

• National Defense University Cfenter for Ta:hnology & National Security Policy [at 

inception] 

Licensing of CARs'^-based applications software 
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• Ford Motor Company [delivery of CARAFE system completed]; 

• Volvo Car Corporation [delivery of RAPNOW system completed]; 

• Genoa H Program of DARPA's Terrorism Information Awareness Office 

[development of RAISAW system in proems]; 

In addition to these efforts, several others are at the preliminary stage of discussion 

and therefore are only prospective at this point. However, we anticipate the pace and 

volume of th^e efforts to increase. 

We are also engaged in serious discu^ions and planning efforts with a potential 

partner in a venture to bring out the first third stage product, an application for an 

industrial niche to be widely sold within ihat industry. Given the delicate early stagra of 

this discussion and the proprietary concerns of both Evolving Logic and the potential 

partner, we will not discuss this effort further at this point However, thte has provided a 

usefiil indication that our vision for Pha^ III coixunercialization along the full range of 

activities listed above is a prc^pect with good chance of success. 
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